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KEY FEATURES


Free and open source



Create 2D graphics and
animation



Use bitmap and vector drawing



Works with Mac OS X, Windows,
and Linux



Available in 12 languages

Meet Pencil2D
Pencil2D is a free, open source application that allows you to create 2D
drawings and animations just like the pros. A variety of drawing tools, like the
Pen, Pencil, Brush, and Paint Bucket Tools, let you create your own unique art
and bring it to life through animation and sound.
Available in 12 languages and compatible with most popular operating systems,
Pencil2D can be used by anyone, from new artists to seasoned professionals.
It’s perfect for web designers, graphic designers, animators, and video editors.
Because it’s open source, Pencil2D can be customized and modified to fit your
needs.

KEY BENEFITS

2D Drawing and Animation at Your Fingertips



Add sound to animations



Import and edit existing images
and animated GIFs

Pencil2D makes creating traditional 2D drawings and animation easy with layers and
onion skinning.



Export to image, video, and
animated GIF files



Responsive to a stylus



Keyboard shortcuts



The timeline and camera view allow you to design animated GIFs and videos that
make your artistic vision a reality.



Use a drawing tablet and stylus to take advantage of Pencil2D’s pressure
responsive technology and easily change the width or opacity of your drawing
strokes.



Use your mouse and keyboard to take advantage of Pencil2D’s many simple
keyboard shortcuts.

Figure 1. An example graphic. Source: www.pencil2d.org
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Create Images and Videos
With Pencil2D, you can export your drawings as a variety of image file types:
 Bitmap images


Vector images



Animated GIFs

Or add animation and sound and export a video as one of two file types:


MP4 videos



AVI videos

Simple Drawing Tools
The drawing tools in Pencil2D let you create unique designs in a variety of ways.
 Draw sketches with the Pen and Pencil Tools.

CONTACT US


http://www.pencil2d.org/



http://github.com/pencil2d/pencil



http://bitbucket.org/chchwy/pencil2d



Paint smooth strokes with the Brush Tool.



Draw straight lines and curves with the Polyline Tool.



Fill any area with color using the Paint Bucket Tool.

Get Started for Free
If you’re ready to use your talents to design your own cartoons, comics, graphics,
videos, or GIFs, visit our website today to download Pencil2D for free!
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